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Learn About
Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences

Not all information is directly stated in a reading passage.
Some is merely suggested or hinted at. But you can figure out
information that is not directly stated. To do this, think about
information that is directly stated. Also think about what you
already know. Then you can figure out information that is not
directly stated.
Figuring out information that is not directly stated is called
drawing conclusions and making inferences.

Read this paragraph about Andrea. As you read, think about
the information that is directly stated. Also think about what you
already know.
Andrea sat up slowly, licking
the salt taste from her lips. Her
toes wiggled in the moist sand,
and her back, arms and legs lay
still in the warmth of the sun.
The breeze carried an odour of
seaweed and a pounding sound
of waves. With her eyes still
closed, she sighed, “This is my
favourite place to be!”

The paragraph tells about Andrea. Two things the paragraph does not
tell you though are where Andrea is and what she is doing. How can you
figure out these things? What are the hints?
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To figure out information that is not directly stated or explained, think
about the information that is directly stated. The paragraph tells you that
Andrea sat up slowly. It says that she tastes salt on her lips and feels sand
and sun on her skin. It also says that she smells seaweed and hears waves
pounding.
Then think about what you already know. If Andrea sat up, that means
that she probably had been lying down, or sitting back. People often relax
in sitting or lying positions. Andrea tastes salt and feels sun and sand. She
smells seaweed and hears waves pounding. You probably know that these
things are often found at the beach. So you can figure out that Andrea is
probably relaxing on a beach.

Details
in Passage
Andrea sits up. She
tastes salt, feels
sand and sun, hears
waves and smells
seaweed.

What You
Already Know

+

People relax by sitting
or lying down. Salt,
sand, sun, waves and
seaweed are all found
at the beach.

Conclusion
or Inference

=

Andrea is probably
relaxing at the
beach.
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From what the paragraph tells you and from what you already know,
you can figure out where Andrea is and what she is doing.

Figuring out information that is not directly stated
is called drawing conclusions and making inferences.
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Preview

Read this sample passage about
turquoise. As you read, think about
the information that is directly
stated. Also think about what you
already know. This will help you
figure out information that is not
directly stated.

Turquoise is a mineral that people have carved
and used in jewellery for thousands of years. It
was valued by the ancient Egyptians, Persians
and Chinese. In more modern times, it has been
valuable to some Native American tribes, as well as
other people.
What makes turquoise so valuable? It isn’t as
hard as a diamond. You can’t see through it, like a
crystal. Its colour may get darker if the stone soaks
up oil from your skin. Not all turquoise is even blue. Some turquoise is green.
Some is brown. Yet people may spend a lot of money for it. They consider it
beautiful. Many consider the stone most valuable if it contains brown or black
lines or patterns.
Turquoise comes from mines in various parts of the world. There are some
open mines in Australia and active mines still exist in Asia and parts of the
Middle East. Some of the most beautiful turquoise comes from Iran.
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1. Details in the passage suggest
that turquoise





is
is
is
is

always the colour of the sky.
the colour of a diamond.
sometimes expensive.
inexpensive if it contains patterns.

2. From the end of the passage,
you can figure out that
 turquoise comes out of the ground.
 there are many open mines

in Australia.
 there are more open mines in
Australia than in the rest of the
world.
 there are turquoise mines in every
country in the world.
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Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct
or not correct.

1. Details in the passage suggest
that turquoise

2. From the end of the passage,
you can figure out that
● turquoise comes out of the ground.

 is always the colour of the sky.

This answer is not correct
because some turquoise
is green or brown.

This answer is correct because the
passage says turquoise is a mineral
that comes from mines, and mines
are places where people dig things
out of the ground.

 is the colour of a diamond.

This answer is not correct because
there are no details in the passage
that describe the colour of a
diamond.

 there are many open mines

in Australia.
This answer is not correct because
there are only some open mines
in Australia.

● is sometimes expensive.
This answer is correct because
some people may spend a lot
of money for turquoise.

 there are more open mines

 is inexpensive if it contains patterns.

This answer is not correct because
many people consider turquoise
most valuable if it contains
patterns.

in Australia than in the rest
of the world.
This answer is not correct because
the passage does not suggest
most of the world’s turquoise mines
are in Australia.
 there are turquoise mines in every

country in the world.
This answer is not correct because
the passage says turquoise comes
from various parts of the world;
it does not say that there are
mines in every country in the world.
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The Flute That
Played Itself
Adam hated practising the flute. He got
out of it whenever he could, which was
most of the time. He was becoming an
expert at inventing excuses. He had too
much homework, or he had soccer practice,
or Champ had to be walked, or Mr
McAllister needed his lawn mowed.
“Adam, remember your flute lesson is
tomorrow,” his mother said every
Wednesday after school. “If you don’t
practise, you know what will happen.”
Adam did know. He would make mistake
after mistake until Mrs Green rapped her
stick impatiently on the music stand. “No,
no, no, no, NO!” she would shriek. “You
have not practised! Unacceptable!
Unacceptable!”
So this afternoon, Adam was dreading his
lesson. He slumped in the big chair in the
living room while Mrs Green finished with
another pupil. He stared at the flute in his
hands. It was beautiful, he had to admit.
Too bad he couldn’t play it. He closed his
eyes and tried imagining what playing it
well might feel like.
Suddenly Adam jumped. A sound came
from the flute.
“Ahhhh-dam,” it whistled softly.
“What?” Adam whispered. “Flute? Is that
you?”
“It is I,” the flute sang. “I will play for
you-oo-oo.”

Read this story about Adam. As you
read, think about the information that is
directly stated. Also think about what you
already know. This will help you figure out
information that is not directly stated.

𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅱𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅯♭𝅗𝅥 𝅘𝅥 𝅘𝅥𝅮𝅘𝅥𝅱
𝅘𝅥
𝄞𝅘𝅥𝅰 𝅘𝅥𝅮
𝅘𝅥𝅰 𝅘𝅥𝅮
“You-oo-oo?” Adam echoed. “Me
me me?”
“Blow,” the flute instructed. “I will play.”
Adam did. He blew, and although his
fingers only pretended to move to the
right places, the amazing music that came
out was “The Magic Flute”!
“Who is that? Who is that playing?”
Mrs Green rushed into the living room,
her eyes wide with astonishment.
The flute played to the end of the piece,
and Adam played along. Mrs Green was so
impressed that she planned a concert tour
for him, that very night. Adam had just
become her star pupil, and she told
everyone he was a genius.
So Adam and his flute travelled around
the world, performing. They performed so
often that Adam almost forgot he couldn’t
really play. Finally it was the night of their
biggest concert, at the Sydney Opera
House. Wearing his tuxedo, Adam stood
up, announced what he would play, and
lifted the flute to his lips. But this time
when he blew, a terrible sound came out. It
was an ordinary whistle!
“Flute! Flute!” he whispered. But the
flute would not play. “Flute! FLUTE!”
he cried aloud.
But the only voice that answered was
that of Mrs Green. “Adam!” she said.
“Adam! It’s time for your lesson.”
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Answer these questions about the story.

1. The beginning of the story
mentioned someone named Champ.
From the details and what you
know, you can figure out that
Champ was





Adam’s
Adam’s
Adam’s
Adam’s

classmate.
brother.
dog.
bird.

2. You can tell from the story
that when Mrs Green said
“Unacceptable!” she meant that
Adam’s performance





was
was
was
was

3. You can figure out from the story
that “The Magic Flute” is





hard to play.
easy to play.
fun to play.
boring to play.

4. Details in the story suggest that when
Adam was wearing his tuxedo,
he was

good.
terrible.
improving.
somewhat worse than before.






very dressed up.
not very dressed up.
dressed for school.
dressed for bed.

5. What does the story’s ending suggest about Adam’s experience
with the flute that played itself?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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